Analytic design of multiple-axis, multifocal diffractive lenses
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In this Letter, we introduce an analytic procedure for designing diffractive lenses using the combination of wavefronts aberrated by Zernike polynomials. We show how to design amplitude-only, phase-only, continuous, and binary lenses providing equivalent results. As an example we apply it to the design of a multiple-axis, multifocal lens. The number of foci and their positions can be easily controlled. Theoretical predictions have been experimentally confirmed. The main advantage of this procedure is that, because it is simple and intuitive, it can be used successfully for the design of complex lenses.

OCIS codes: 000.1965, 110.4190, 110.6880, 170.6900.

Diffractive lenses are optical elements widely used nowadays in numerous application areas, so to introduce a simple and intuitive designing method is of great interest. Many approaches have been carried out to design multifocal lenses [1], extended-focal-depth lenses [2] or variable-focal-length devices [3]. An interesting and extensive review of diffractive lens design and applications has been addressed by M. A. Golub [4]. Although different approaches have been carried out for designing diffractive lenses, our goal is to introduce an analytic procedure based on the use of wavefronts aberrated by simple Zernike polynomials. We apply it to design a multiple-axis, multifocal lens. The procedure allows us an easy control of the foci number, their relative orientation and separation, and even their shape. We also show that amplitude-only, phase-only, continuous, and binary lenses give basically the same results. An advantage of these lenses is to provide simultaneous images of many planes using only one imaging system and one image detector.

A simple experimental setup is used to confirm that the theoretically introduced diffractive lenses are capable of acting as off-axis multifocal lenses. We have seen that a particular proposed lens provides three foci axially and transversally distributed. In addition, the lens is able to focus different object planes in different detector regions.

We will work within the framework of the scalar diffraction theory. Let us consider a general complex pupil function \( P(\rho, \theta) = A(\rho, \theta) \exp[i\phi(\rho, \theta)] \), where \( \rho \) and \( \theta \) are the normalized radial and polar coordinates over the optical-system pupil plane. A converging, monochromatic, spherical wavefront passing through the center of the pupil produces wave amplitude in the focal region given by [5]

\[
U(v, \phi, u) = \int_0^\infty \int_0^1 P(\rho, \theta) \exp[iv\rho \cos(\theta - \phi)] \\
+ \frac{i}{2} u^2 \rho^2 \rho d\theta d\rho.
\]

where \( v \) and \( u \) are radial and axial dimensionless optical coordinates with origin at the geometrical focus, given by \( v = kNAr \) and \( u = kNA^2z \). NA is the numerical aperture; \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \); and \( r, \varphi, \) and \( z \) are the cylindrical coordinates with origin at the geometrical focus (Cartesian coordinates in the focal region are \( x = r \cos(\varphi), y = r \sin(\varphi), \) and \( z \)). A phase pupil containing the tilt Zernike polynomial, \( P(\rho, \theta) = \exp[i\varphi_0 \cos(\theta)] \), produces a focus displacement from the optical axis in the \( x \) direction proportional to \( \varphi_0 \). Then, the pupil \( P(\rho, \theta) = \exp[i\varphi_0 \cos(\theta)] + \exp[-i\varphi_0 \cos(\theta)] \) will provide two foci with the same energy at distances proportional to \( \pm \varphi_0 \).

The pupil function to obtain a number of foci pairs will be

\[
P(\rho, \theta) = \text{offset} + \sum m c_m \cos[\alpha_m \rho \cos(\theta - \phi_m)].
\]

Coefficients \( c_m \) allow controlling the relative light intensity of the corresponding foci pair and \( \phi_m \) the foci pair orientation. The offset introduced into Eq. (2) to force the pupil to be an amplitude-only function [by setting \( P(\rho, \theta) \geq 0 \)] produces an additional central focus. Figure 1(a) sketches the case for \( m = 1 \) and \( \varphi_0 = 0 \) in Eq. (2) that corresponds to three foci (points \( a, b, \) and \( c \)) along the \( x \) axis.

To obtain foci pairs distributed along the \( z \) axis, we will use the defocus Zernike polynomial as follows: \( P(\rho, \theta) = \exp(i\beta_0 \rho^2) + \exp(-i\beta_0 \rho^2) \). A number of foci pairs along the \( z \) axis at distances from the origin proportional to \( \pm \beta_0 \) can be obtained using the pupil function:

\[
P(\rho, \theta) = \text{offset} + \sum m c_m \cos(\beta_m \rho^2).
\]

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Three focal points \( (a, b, c) \) placed along the \( x \) axis as a result of using the pupil function given by Eq. (2) for \( m = 1 \) and \( \varphi_0 = 0 \). (b) Three focal points \( (d, b, e) \) placed along the \( z \) axis as a result of using the pupil function given by Eq. (3) for \( m = 1 \).
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The offset is again introduced to get an amplitude-only pupil. Figure 1(b) sketches the case of three axial foci (points b, d, and e) obtained for \( m = 1 \) in Eq. (3).

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) we obtain

\[
P(\rho, \theta) = \text{offset} + \sum_{m} c_m \cos[\alpha_m \rho \cos(\theta - \phi_m) + \beta_m \rho^2].
\]  

(4)

Eq. (4) allows imaging pairs of planes distributed along the z axis, pairs of tilted planes, or a combination of both types. This example of combination of the two first Zernike polynomials can be easily extended to spherical aberration and astigmatism by addition of the corresponding Zernike polynomial into the argument of the cosine functions in Eq. (4).

The procedure shown here not only allows making multifocal lenses but also more complex light intensity distribution. For example, multiplying Eq. (2) by the function \( J_1(\rho \phi)/\rho \) (where \( J_1 \) is the first-order Bessel function), we obtain a series of top-hat intensity profiles uniformly distributed over the image plane, which, for a proper \( \gamma \) value, performs like a diffractive diffuser [6]. What is more, when working with polychromatic light, achromatic and apochromatic foci can be obtained with only selecting the proper \( \beta_m \) value in Eq. (3) for every wavelength used [7].

The amplitude-only diffractive lenses here proposed are absorbing elements, and this could be a drawback in some applications. In order to get phase-only lenses, the following pupil function is proposed:

\[
P(\rho, \theta) = \exp \left[ i \sum_{m} c_m \cos(\alpha_m \rho \cos(\theta - \phi_m) + \beta_m \rho^2) \right].
\]  

(5)

The first two terms of the expansion of the exponential in Eq. (5) reproduce the results given by Eq. (4) with only setting offset = 1. The remaining terms create a series of extra foci pairs with negligible intensity compared to those of the main foci. A rigorous explanation of this can be found in [1].

Manufacturing continuous pupil functions may be difficult and expensive; hence we have developed binary functions providing the same foci as continuous ones. A binary pupil \( BP(\rho, \theta) \) can be obtained by assigning a transmittance value equal to 1 at the points where the function of Eq. (4) is above a threshold and transmittance 0 to others. We have verified that, apart from some extra foci with negligible intensity, continuous and binary lenses provide the same light distribution. Binary phase lenses can also be derived by substituting the exponent in Eq. (5) by \( \sigma BP(\rho, \theta) \), where \( \sigma \) is a parameter that ranges from 0 to \( \pi \). These lenses provide the same foci as continuous ones, although the relative intensity between foci depends on the \( \sigma \) value as well. In particular, for \( \sigma = \pi \) the central focus disappears.

To check proposed diffractive lenses we used the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2(a). The light source consists on a He-Ne laser (632 nm), which is spatially filtered (SF) and collimated using a lens (CL, 60 cm focal length). The plane wavefront so obtained is reflected by a Hamamatsu spatial light modulator (SLM) model PPM X8267 that can work in amplitude-only or phase-only modes.

A 6 mm diameter pupil \( P \) was set over the modulator surface at the front focal plane of the imaging lens (IL, 40 cm focal length).

We have checked that the diffraction efficiency of our lenses for the first-order foci ranges from 6.25% for amplitude continuous pupils up to 40% for phase binary pupils, as expected from the grating theory. We have checked that both amplitude-only and phase-only diffractive lenses provide the same spatial foci distribution, although we prefer phase-only filters because of their energy efficiency. The phase-only profile used in our experiment is given by

\[
P(\rho, \theta) = \exp[i \cos(\alpha \rho \cos(\theta + \beta \rho^2)].
\]  

(6)

A grey-level version of the phase distribution given by Eq. (6) is shown in Fig. 3(d). For the particular \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) values used for creating the pupil, we obtained a central focal point at \((0, 0, 0)\) and two additional foci placed at

![Image](Fig. 3. (a-c) Light intensity distribution at the focal planes a, b and c shown in Fig. 2(a). (d) Phase-only pupil function represented as a grey-level function.)
and \( r_0 \), (Cambridge shows the light intensity distribution in a 272 \( r_0 \) and (2, 0, 10). (Coordinates in the focal region \( x = r \cos(\phi), y = r \sin(\phi) \), and \( z \) are in mm)

Figure 3(a) shows the light intensity distribution in a plane placed 10 mm before the IL back focal plane, and it consists of a clear focus and two defocused light spots. The light distribution at a plane placed 10 mm after the IL focal plane is shown in Fig. 3(c), and it is symmetrical with respect to that of Fig. 3(a), as expected. Figure 3(b) shows the light distribution at the IL focal plane, where in addition to the expected central focus there also appear two lateral spots corresponding to diffuse light coming from and going to the other two foci. As an example of application, the shape of the incoming wavefront can be reconstructed from the intensity of the two lateral spots following the procedure used in the curvature wavefront sensors [8].

To test the ability of the previous lens to image objects, we carried out an experiment using the setup of Fig. 2(b). A CCD camera was sited at a fixed position after the IL to register the image series. We placed an object, consisting of a mask containing the number 5, along the optical axis at three distances from the IL \( a, b, c \) in Fig. 2(b)]. Figure 4 shows that three different images of the original object are always present. When the number 5 is placed at axial position (a), the image on the left in Fig. 4(a) is the only one clearly focused. When the object is at the axial position (b), the central image is focused [Fig. 4(b)]; and when the object is at the axial position (c), only the right image is focused [Fig. 4(c)]. In this case the central image has more intensity than the others, but relative intensity can be controlled using the proper coefficients in the exponent of Eq. (5). In Fig. 4, it can also be seen that the sizes of the three images are different, which is consequent with the fact that the three objects are placed at different distances from the imaging lens.

In our experimental setup we used a small numeral aperture system (\( NA = 0.015 \)) and a diffractive lens producing a small additional defocus. This allowed us to compare the size and the position of the images coming from the different axial planes. Our results basically coincide with those obtained using lenses designed by phase diversity [9], which supports the conclusion that our procedure works properly. Particularly interesting applications for this kind of lenses are reading in multilayer optical disc storage [10] or in layered peptide array systems [11].

On the other hand, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) values in Eq. (6) can be used to control the distance between images and their relative size, respectively, as previously mentioned. In particular, setting \( \beta = 0 \) [the case sketched in Fig. 1(a)], the lens provides three images corresponding to three different observation directions. This lens could be used to convert a single-axis microscope objective into a multiple-axes one in a cheap and simple way [12] or to improve three-dimensional imaging [13].

In conclusion, we have shown a simple procedure for designing multiple-foci diffractive lenses based on the combination of aberrated wavefronts on the base of the Zernike polynomials. We have checked that amplitude-only and phase-only, in both continuous and binary versions, provide equivalent spatial foci distributions. A simple experiment has been carried out to confirm the theoretical predictions. The main advantage of the procedure introduced here is that it is simple, intuitive, and allows designing complicated (mono- or polychromatic) elements in an easy way.
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